President F. Edward Lund
A Letter From The President

September 12, 1958

The Students of Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio

Gentlemen:

Welcome! May the sharp, fall air and the pleasant vistas of Gambier remind you that a certain grace is indispensable to learning. May the meeting of old friends and new, suggest that ties now formed will endure through life. But may you never forget also your life's division, the Middle Path, and even in the Communals and at football games that we must put first things first: the one absolute standard and yardstick by which we can measure ourselves and Kenyon College is by the excellence of the education we receive. In a very real sense, everything else is subordinate, and all the rest is extra. And in this great enterprise we, all students, faculty and staff, joined together. There can be no "I" and "they." If Kenyon is to fulfill its true mission, it must be "we."

Welcome to your Kenyon.

F. Edward Lund

Installation Of Kenyon's 17th President Set For Saturday, October 4

Six honorary degrees will be awarded during the inauguration ceremonies in recognition received from President F. Edward Lund.

Bishop Blanchard
The Rev. Roger W. Blanchard, Bishop of the Diocese of Southern Ohio, will be the recipient of the honorary degree. Bishop Blanchard, elected last year to succeed the Rev. Henry W. Hobson who is scheduled for retirement this year, is the past Dean of and currently Director of cathedral in Jacksonville, Florida. He is a graduate of Boston University and Episcopal Theological Seminary, and for some time was the Executive Secretary of the Division of College Work for the National Protestant Episcopal Church. Bishop Blanchard will become a member of the College's Board of Trustees upon Bishop Hobson's retirement.

Carl J. Djerassi
Carl J. Djerassi, widely known American chemist and Kenyon graduate of 1942, will also receive an honorary degree. Djerassi was recently given the Alpha Chi Sigma Award of the American Chemical Society. His most outstanding contribution to the world of chemistry has been his work in the field of steroid synthesis. His discovery that cortisone could be obtained from certain plant materials has revolutionized the medicine of the world today.

Presidential Address
President Lund will deliver the first address in the Inaugural Lecture Series. The tentative title has been chosen as "The Search for Challenge." Of the lecture and what he hopes to discuss, he writes, "I would like to deal with the problems of finding stimulation both in the educational and in other spheres of life in a society of abundance." The lecture will be delivered on October 17, 1958.

New Lecture Series
To Start Oct. 20
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Doctor Lund: 17th Or 18th?

Three faculty members charged with organizing the inauguration of President F. Edward Lund recently found themselves facing a puzzling question. Exactly what is President F. Edward Lund—seventeenth or eighteenth? The late President Gordon K. Kilbourn chose to call himself the fifteenteenth President of Kenyon College. It would seem that President Lund is the seventeenth. However, Dean Frank B. Bailey was Acting President for a year, making him the sixteenth President. Deon Bailey's seventeenth presidency would probably be considered Kenyon's eighteenth.

According to David Riesman, it is true that the inauguration, his committee chose to call this year the sixteenth, which up to the final decision of the historian is, chronologically, the sixteenth. It is, however, completely any reference to the numerical position of the president in the line of presidents. Seventeenth or eighteenth take your pick.
Kenyon Collegian

September 19, 1926

Student Government; Do We Have It?

By Joe Murray

President of the Student Assembly

I trust the summer vacation was a restful one for you and your family and that you are all sufficiently "deharmonized" to return to school. We, in what we, the Student Assembly and the faculty, declare to be a highly successful year of Student Government.

You may call this dissertation on Student Government a fool's errand for assistance, which it is but it is more than that, as please don't pick up the big book back there to avoid hitting any of my students. It must be a hard task, I know, but I would like to see the rest of this article. I would like to see it in style.

We have in our sight two things. One, were the students really incapable of running any government, and the other, are they, under the direction of Student Government or self-government, better off now?

Every undertaking of any importance must have definite goals in sight to reach the goal of any student government, it must at least appeal to the students. This is its prime concern and everything and everyone is an ingredient of the meat that does not contribute to this end. This is the goal of student government as a coordinating body. Anything that is not a laboratory of democratic ideals, as many people do, is to misinterpret the very nature of government.

The creation of student leaders is and should be, the prime concern of any college or university government. The education process is not one of administration or faculty orientation. Therefore, when we apply for admission to Kenyon, we realize that the faculty-authority rests in the hands of the President and the Board of Trustees. Sincerely we see, that students do not have any right to a more or less personal control for they do, and it only stands to reason that they should.

Therefore, student government fails to keep in mind the students as part of the body. Student courts are usually composed of appointed members who disqualify themselves and each other in cases in which a familiarity breeder, roommate, relative is involved. Student Governments Elsewhere

I attended the United States National Student Association Convention at Ohio Wesleyan this summer. It is the largest student government convention in the world, and it was greatly improved by the caliber of the student thought, and wise and also surprised to find that student governments elsewhere are not what ours is at Kenyon.

At Other Schools

Student governments at other colleges have been making a marked tendency on the part of the students to become more active in College. The college community is supposed to be a united effort and a co-operative one. The assembly of the members, their decisions, instead of showing responsibility and unity, proved to be a mass of individuals which students protected one another from the administration. This is the function of administration and students who saw fit to be more at the same time, realized, that the student government was no longer capable of performing the functions, and the judicial duties re- quired to keep the halls trim and the rules of the house spoke for the student in the public.

This is it, indeed, if the students should become more incensed with their lack of attention and the realization that the administration once did, but now, do not. The students in this is, if the students should not be "demonstrating" to the administration, but exercise their rights, to avoid being "demonstrated" to the administration. Introduced again to Student Government.

I say this, not to say that the students have lost respect for their college. To the contrary, it is self-evident if you can remember the situation at last year's Student Assembly at Kenyon was floor walking, and was not for the fault of the students, but of what happened in the speech of the above the house. I would like to see the rest of this article. I would like to see it in style.

Students Have Lost Faith In Student Government

There is a little need to point out, that the students have lost respect for their college. To the contrary, it is self-evident if you can remember the situation at last year's Student Assembly at Kenyon, for that is self-evident if you say that it is.

Every undertaking of any importance must have definite goals in sight to reach the goal of any student government, it must at least appeal to the students. This is its prime concern and everything and everyone is an ingredient of the meat that does not contribute to this end. This is the goal of student government as a coordinating body. Anything that is not a laboratory of democratic ideals, as many people do, is to misinterpret the very nature of government.

The creation of student leaders is and should be, the prime concern of any college or university government. The education process is not one of administration or faculty orientation. Therefore, when we apply for admission to Kenyon, we realize that the faculty-authority rests in the hands of the President and the Board of Trustees. Sincerely we see, that students do not have any right to a more or less personal control for they do, and it only stands to reason that they should.

Therefore, student government fails to keep in mind the students as part of the body. Student courts are usually composed of appointed members who disqualify themselves and each other in cases in which a familiarity breeder, roommate, relative is involved.

Flick Facts

The Sunday Times-Stark Hall promise to provide some of the best entertainment ever seen on the campus, according to Max Bermna, who is in charge of the entertainment. "We are planning all types of films, from "Sonja Henie's ""Bad Eggs,"" to ""The Seven Men,"""" said Bermna. "For the girls with the artistic potentiels of Pietro's ""Birth of Venus"" will be screened. The theater is equipped so that students can enjoy it in their own homes. The admission fee of 25c. to go is paid in the form of a donation to the school. The proceeds will go to a fund for the purchase of all kinds of films, this is also part of the project. Due to the expense of securing foreign films, the price for those films is 50c. The first film of the Kenyon program was ""Don Camillo,"" being shown at the beginning of the month. It is taken from a novel written by Peeters, about the life of a small French priest.

This implies that the role of Student Government is not to run a ""quack"" newspaper, but also includes the students and respect that: q.

The Student government at these other schools won the true studentship honors by running a ""quack"" newspaper, by proving themselves capable in the areas of lesser responsibility, but also in these other areas.

For example, 44% of all students in the nation allow the students to elect the mind over the faculty, and for the faculty to handle their elementary, administrative, and judicial duties? Remember the Beret, even if the studentship of a college is not a ""quack,"" upon judicial responsibilities is the ""ideal"" to which they eventually attain.

What means this to us the students? What means this to the students of Kenyon? This means we must first back up our ideas, that the administrative and executive functions have ignored or inadegately handled before. Only after we have shown a marked improvement in the running of the newspaper and in other ""local"" matters such as ""metropolitan"" and ""safe."" The days of ""college patronism"" are past, and they should be replaced by a college government. A college government of the students by the students for the students. (Need I say that the Kenyon Student Government is in need of more ""involvement.""

We claim that the student government, upon judicial responsibilities is the ""ideal"" to which they eventually attain.

What means this to us the students? What means this to the students of Kenyon? This means we must first back up our ideas, that the administrative and executive functions have ignored or inadegately handled before. Only after we have shown a marked improvement in the running of the newspaper and in other ""local"" matters such as ""metropolitan"" and ""safe."" The days of ""college patronism"" are past, and they should be replaced by a college government. A college government of the students by the students for the students. (Need I say that the Kenyon Student Government is in need of more ""involvement.""

We claim that the student government, upon judicial responsibilities is the ""ideal"" to which they eventually attain.

What means this to us the students? What means this to the students of Kenyon? This means we must first back up our ideas, that the administrative and executive functions have ignored or inadegately handled before. Only after we have shown a marked improvement in the running of the newspaper and in other ""local"" matters such as ""metropolitan"" and ""safe."" The days of ""college patronism"" are past, and they should be replaced by a college government. A college government of the students by the students for the students. (Need I say that the Kenyon Student Government is in need of more ""involvement.""

We claim that the student government, upon judicial responsibilities is the ""ideal"" to which they eventually attain.
LORD ELEVEN MAY PROVIDE SURPRISES IN OHIO CONF.

JOCK JOTTINGS

Bill McCooe

Football looks promising. Soccer does too but not quite as much. The new coaches, it would seem, have added considerable new life to the Kenyon Athletic Department through some good looks and pleasing personalities. Developments in both squads but might be compensated for by the increased number of exhibitors on the football team this fall; seven, as opposed to one last year. The center is favored over the Lords in the opener here next Saturday but a surprise may be there.

Now to the schedule this year are night games. The first one will be October 4 at Oberlin. Others should be worth seeing.

The Stagg Bowl will be headed by Carl Moreland, veteran of Brown. Of course, football starts it off. The Delt Boys may be out of intercollegiate competition but the receiving of Bill Banning, Spy and Ted Mooy, East Wing looks tough with Jackson-Brown. Competition for the backs is going to be stiff. Bob Lehdy and the Beata's and perhaps Delta Phi. Middle Leonard can be counted out for they still have determination. Football results will be Alpha Delta Phi, Beta Theta Delta Tau Delta, Delta Phi, Phi Kappa Sigma. One man dorm, other freshman dorm. Delta Kappa Epsilon, Phi Arbon, Alpha Lambda Omega.

Injuries Plague Bouters

Gary: 

All-American Heads

Kenyon Soccer Team

Bob Lehdy, Kenyon's star fullback, graduated from the University of Michigan and in September of '55, he enrolled at Marietta College to devote himself to football where he played for four years. In '59 he went to St. Louis for two years where he cooled off and was the All-Star.

He was the starting fullback for the Carsons in '59.
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KENYON COLLEGIATE

QUALITY PRINTING
BROCHURES, INVITATIONS, STATIONERY, ETC.
THE MANUFACTURING PRINTERS,
TELEPHONE 2-5755 — MORRISTOWN, OHIO

Kenyon's Campus
A fire alarm system was installed in the basement of old Leonard. New fire nozzles were added in Hanaan along with new electrical wiring. New coat hooks and clothes hangers were added to the floor in Middle. A new hot water and steam line for the sewage line was also installed in Hanaan. Students will be able to save time and money when cleaning and Leonard will have thermostat control heat. Work in these buildings is expected to be completed soon.

Matthew Descantes was also in Leonard to supervise the installation of new steam traps. All rooms in North Leonard were painted and wallpapering and paneling were done where necessary. New furniture and new items were also purchased for either North Leonard or Mansfield. Plans are made to complete the painting of rooms in Hanaan and Leonard as soon as time and money allow.

Shaffer Pool Reopened
Athletes and their facilities were not neglected in the summer work. Leveling and drainage work in the pool area was completed. Showers were rebuilt and repaired and a new tile repair and work was done on the roof to cut down on leakage. New feeders for the pool have been added and include a new hot water tank and pumping equipment to keep the water clean and warm. Work at Shaffer Pool to complete the bathrooms there including rest rooms, stairways and lockers. A new high-speed pump was installed.

The work on the pool area is the first concern done in the base- ment of Shaffer Hall and the construc- tion of the new golf course.

The basement of Rouse, used as the locker room for Kenyon's tennis team, has been virtually rebuilt. Imperfections in the floor, rebuit locker and shower facilities, a new janitorial office, a new training department, a drying room and an office room. Hot water is also available now.

New Golf Course
A new and welcome feature on the Kenyon campus is Boyd's Golf Course which was construc- ted during the summer. The three hole eighteen hole course is open for use by students at a cost of $1.50 per day. Boyd remarks skeptically that courses with sand greens are quite common in the Midwest, but in some shape, can be used the year round.

Rotation System
To better equalize the work burdens of the various personnel with all the dormitories, a new rotation system was put into effect this year for the staff. Every six or eight weeks cleaning personnel rotate in their assigned areas. Kiefe Ferrall will hold the new post of Junior Foreman and will act as liaison between student body and personnel in order to effect more harmonious and co- operative service. The minimum purpose of the new system, according to Boyd, is to provide equal opportunity for all students.

Returning upperclassmen and freshmen are welcomed back with a list of charges for damaged or destroyed school property. The charges, Boyd remarks, will vary, so students who have brought such action on themselves and it is hoped that this will immediately cut down on the number of charges, will effectively reduce destruction of college property.

Qualification Printing

New Faculty
(Cont. from Page One, Col. 1)
Mr. George W. Ettinger, head of the second semester Margaret Altmann of the Biological Research Station in Morrisville, New York, has been a professor of biology. Miss Altmann and the professor of biology. Miss Altmann and the

New Freshman
(Cont. from Page One, Col. 3)
Mr. George W. Ettinger, head of the second semester Margaret Altmann of the Biological Research Station in Morrisville, New York, has been a professor of biology. Miss Altmann and the professor of biology. Miss Altmann and the

Football
(Cont. from Page One, Col. 1)
Holmes Quarterback

Herman Spalding, Jr., halfback this year at quarterback and leading rusher last season, has completed 31 of 97 passes for 576 yards and 13 touchdowns. In the Ohio Conference. His passing percentage is the best in the Conference last season. Bob Hargis and Fred Fischer, both key targets in 1957, leave this year. Bob Hargis and Fred Fischer, both key targets in 1957, leave this year.